
Clues that students are achieving the 
outcome...

GRADES 10-12

Ever Active Schools

GYMNASTICS

EDUCATIONAL GYMNASTICS

“Students will communicate thoughts 
and feelings in an appropriate respectful 
manner as they relate to participation in 
physical activity” K-12 Physical Education 
Program of Studies, Alberta Learning, 
2000

•	 Students can communicate thoughts 
in the form of a blog post that relates 
to educational gymnastics movement 
concepts
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Lesson 3 of 6 Cooperation
Communication C(10-30) 1

Fair Play

Leadership

Teamwork

CooperationEQUIPMENT
Music and music player » mats (one per student) » 
non-traditional	equipment	such	as	various	balls	»	skipping	
ropes » benches » hoops 

RELATED RESOURCES
•	 Jumps & Leaps, https://sites.google.com/site/

gymskillbasics/beam/jumps-leaps 
•	 Pyramid Building Safety Guidelines link, http://education.alberta.ca/

physicaleducationonline/teacherresources/toolbox/a_10_12/a_12_13.pdf

Warm Up
MUSICAL MATS
Prior to the warm-up activity, refer to the Pyramid Building Safety Guidelines in the 
Related Resources. Once complete, scatter mats in the obstacle-free area and 
invite students to move throughout the space while the music is playing.  When 
the music stops, students must step onto a mat and perform a balance.  When the 
music begins, students again move around the space.  While students are moving, 
take 1-2 mats away and place them together with other mats.  Now when the music 
stops, any students that are sharing a larger mat space must balance together using 
the ideas learned in Lesson 1 or coming up with new ideas (group pyramids might 
be a balance students choose). Continue placing mats together until one or two 
large mat spaces remain.

Safety First!
“Safety Guidelines for Physical Activity 
in Alberta Schools”, Alberta Centre for 
Injury Control and Research (ACICR, 
2013) pages 21-22, 33-35 and 57-63.

ESSENTIAL QUESTION
How can educational gymnastics contribute to the development of physical literacy through 

innovation: creating, generating and apply new ideas or concepts?
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main Lesson
JUMPS & CREATIvE MINDS
The focus of this lesson is for students to explore many different types of jumps, as well as, 
review and add new movement concepts to their repetoire. This lesson will include using non-
traditional	equipment	such	as	skipping	ropes,	benches,	and	hoops	that	may	be	used	in	the	final	
routines. Communicate to students that at the end of this lesson they will receive a take-a-way 
task (see Cool Down).  Ask, “How do you perform a proper jump?”  After sharing responses 
out loud, invite students in groups of 2-3 to practice 3 different types of jumps with or without 
the use of a bench.  See related resources Jumps and Leaps for ideas.  Some jumps include: 
scissor kick, hitch kick, star jump, 180 degrees and 360 degrees (with or without a hoop or 
ball).  After groups have practiced a few jumps, they can join with another group to showcase 
the	jumps	they	came	up	with.		Remind	students	that	jumps	are	required	in	their	final	routines.

Creative Minds – Provide each group of two to three with one die, a pencil and piece of 
blank paper. Invite each group to write the numbers 1-6 on the left hand side of the paper and 
beside each number, write down one balance, one jump, and one roll or rotation with different 
elements	beside	each	number.	Inform	students	that	some	equipment	can	be	used	in	the	
creations	(see	equipment).		An	example	of	this	might	be:	1.	Stork	Stand,	Tuck	Jump,	Forward	
Roll  2. Partner Counter Balance, Star Jump Off Bench, Log Roll, etc. Students place their 
creations	on	a	wall	and	place	the	necessary	equipment,	including	one	die	and	at	least	one	mat	
underneath their sheet. For this activity, students move around to the music and select a sheet 
on the wall to go to.  Once at a spot, they roll the die and perform the corresponding elements. 
The objective is to go through as many skills as possible in the allotted time.

CooL DoWn 
Ask students to bring the mats 
towards the middle and place 
them in a circle.  While they 
stretch on the mats, hand out 
and explain the take-a-way task.  
The task is to be completed at 
home and handed in or emailed 
before the next class.  Students 
will watch the following videos 
and type their responses to the 
following	questions	in	the	form	of	
a blog post.  A blog is an online 
personal journal or diary.  It is a 
great way to express yourself and 
share your thoughts.  The core 
competencies expressed here 
include demonstration of good 
communication skills, creation 
and application of new ideas and 
identification	of	life	skills.
1. While you watch the videos 
(see	links	to	the	left),	reflect	
on the movement concepts 
from class. What concepts 
and fundamentals from our 
gymnastics lessons did you 
observe in the videos?  
2. What characteristics make for 
an entertaining and interesting 
performance?
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youTube Links for Cool Down:
Team Russia Rhythmic Gymnastics Balls, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eUzb8yYecEE 
Young Gymnast Beam routine , https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O9HpcCH3Dk0
Young Gymnast Floor Routine, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RMMk0Zda-r0
Australia’s	Got	Talent	Green	Frog	Balance	Routine	(first	1:45),	www.youtube.com/
watch?v=ERdJravtPzg
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